
How do I quilt this???  

by Vendulka Battais 


Which technique do you want to use? 
Tying  
Hand quilting  
Machine quilting straight stitch 
Free motion quilting 
Quilting on a long arm machine 

What kind of wadding do you have? 
Wadding manufacturers provide information what is the maximum distance 
between quilting (largest un-quilted gaps) which might be a factor when deciding 
how intensive design to do.  

How much time do you want to spend quilting??  
 Not much - choose simple quilting, in the ditch or overall quilting with the same 
coloured thread over the whole quilt 
 Time is not an issue  - You can plan lots of different designs in matching colours 
( changing the thread often)  

Do you want the quilting to stand out?? 
 YES - use threads in contrasting colours to your fabrics 
 NO - use threads which will blend in with your fabrics  

Is your quilt intensively pieced?  
 Can you use the piecing as your guide?  
 Will overall quilting distract from the pieced design??  

Are your fabrics busy or plain??  
 Busy - quilting will very often disappear on the busy fabrics, so think if it’s worth 
doing intricate quilting.  
Plain - Quilting stands really well on the plain-ish fabrics so you can use 
contrasting threads and interesting designs to make it stand out or matching 
thread to make it more blend in.  
Bit of both - if your plain fabric is your background, you can quilt the background 
in the matching coloured thread and do very little on the coloured fabrics, 
which are the “design” of the piecing and therefore let the designs stand out.  



Does your quilt have repeated blocks and sashing?  
You can quilt each block the same way. Draw the block on the piece of paper 
and “draw” lots of different ways of quilting it.  
Can you find a way how to start quilting the block in one corner and finish in 
another one - and therefore easily move to the next block … 
If your quilt have sashing, use walking foot or FMQ in row designs to quilt the 
sashing first and secure the quilt and then come back to the blocks.  

Is your design or your fabrics very geometrical??  
You can soften it with curved quilting or put and emphasis on the straightness of 
the design with straight line quilting.  

Do you want to use the same thread throughout the quilt?  
Do you wan to change the threads to make them stand out at places and 
disappear at different places?  

In both cases unwind different threads onto your work to see how they look sitting 
over different fabrics of your quilt.   

Is there a motif on the fabrics you can use as an inspiration for your quilting??  
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